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Grounding Buddy 

PRICE LIST 

Product Type 
‘SPECIAL’ Retail Price from now till end 

Aug 2021 
Retail Selling price from 1 Sep 2021 

Single Grounding Buddy R1 299,70 R1 499,00 

Combo Grounding Buddies R1 904,40 R2 399,00 

Prices exclude VAT. 

Delivery Fee is subject to an agent’s standard fees (these may differ from agent to agent depending on where they are based in 

South Africa).  

Currently courier limited to South Africa only. 

What is included in a Single Grounding Buddy? 

1. Grounding Pad with approximately 4m cabling.  (Should you have special

circumstances needing a longer cable, you can contact us for s special order.

We have found to date that a 4m cable is adequate in 99% of circumstances). 

2. The cable is fitted with a plug that only has an earth connection.  The plug is also

fitted with a fuse holder, a 50mA fuse and a plug protector that avoids contact

to any live wires. 

3. A Multimeter which can be used to test if you Grounding Buddy is active, and all parts are fully functioning.  This

Multimeter is not adequate for testing body voltage.

4. A container that can be used to safely transport Grounding Buddy.   This container is critical as persons can travel

with their Grounding Buddy and ensure that it does not damage.

A Combo Buddies package includes two (2) grounding pads with cabling, one Multimeter and one container. 

  Not included 

– Not included in an ELCB Socket Tester.  These are being used to check if the sockets that are being used for Grounding

is properly earthed.  It can also be used to check if a property’s earth Leakage Switch is in working order.  We do not make

these available as a standard order as a single meter is half the cost of a Grounding Buddy.  Should you battle to acquire

one, we can assist on this regard.  These can be found from your local electrical supplier or Chamberlains.

Return Policy 

We have a NO RETURN POLICY.  Great effort goes into the quality management during manufacturing.  Should any customer 

have a query or concern about the functionality of Grounding Buddy, they can contact us.  Each query will be investigated and 

handled on a case-by-case basis. 
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Grounding Buddy 

DISCLAIMER 

Grounding Buddy is not a Medical Device 

1. The use of the Grounding Buddy is done solely at own risk.  Under no circumstance shall the supplier, or the agents have
any liability to you.

2. We take no responsibility for plugs that are not properly earthed.  Each customer is required to ensure their sockets being
used for Grounding Buddy is properly earthed, and that the Earth Leakage Trip Switch is fully functional.

3. We take no responsibility for a fuse that is not working and thus renders the Grounding Buddy ineffective.  Each customer
is responsible to ensure the fuse in use if fully functional.

4. Grounding users are urged to work with their medical practitioners to monitor their chronic medication needs.
5. Grounding users are urged to drink enough water when grounding.

If you need more information, feel free to contact marlena@mindunique.co.za
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